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ABSTRACT 

One of the major challenges in building design and 

maintenance today is the use of Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) for simultaneously optimising 

energy performance and lifecycle costs. This requires 

a structured approach that enables continuous 

changes in design variables and assessment on energy 

consumption. However, while simulation and analysis 

tools are abundant within the participating domains, 

insufficient software interoperability and lack of 

standardisation, with subsequent loss of information 

and knowledge in information exchanges between 

disciplines and lifecycle phases, are characteristic 

gaps in the planning processes reducing the efficiency 

of the design solutions. 

This paper presents a a general procedure of the new 

concept of a BIM-based Virtual Laboratory for the 

design and maintenance of energy-efficient buildings 

(eeBIM Lab); shows the main results that already 

worked out and outlines the principal approaches for 

further implementations.  In the first part, a new 

design methodology based on verifiable Key 

Indicators is introduced It enables optimal use of the 

eeBIM Lab by supporting the decision making across 

the participating domains in green building design. In 

the second part, the main steps of the procedure are 

described: (1) the Project setup, (2) the design and 

(3) simulation/ analaysis cycles and (4) the use of 

BIM for high level decision support. Furthermore, the 

related key methods and tools are described in short 

for their further implementation.  

INTRODUCTION 

The eeEmbedded system will comprehend a Key 

Indicators-controlled holistic design methodology, 

and evolve an integrated information management 

framework for designing energy-efficient buildings 

and their optimal energetic embedding in the 

neighbourhood of surrounding buildings and energy 

systems (eeEmbedded, 2013). Building Information 

Model (BIM) will thereby be complemented by a 

newly developed Energy System Information Model 

(ESIM) based on the principles of the BIM-IFC (ISO 

16739) standard and subsuming existing proprietary 

energy system models, and an extended Building 

Automation and Control System (BACS) model 

integrated with BIM, following the suggestions 

collaboratively elaborated in the FP7 projects 

HESMOS (09/2010-12/2013), SEEDS (09/2011-

08/2014) and ISES (12/2011-11/2014).  

 

The domain models BIM, ESIM, BACS (see Fig.1) 

will provide:  

(a) the eeeBIM information framework for a holistic 

architecture and energy design of buildings 

embedded in the energetic neighbourhood, and  

(b) the baseline of the information collaboration 

between the involved different specialists, namely 

architects, HVAC and BACs designers, facility 

managers, energy experts, fluid dynamic engineers, 

etc. The design of the energy system and of the 

energy-efficient behavior of buildings that are 

optimally embedded in their energetic surroundings 

has a broad interdisciplinary scope. It requires 

intensive collaborative work of many different 

discipline experts and special management 

capabilities to manage and control the complex, 

evolving design process. (eeEmbedded, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Concept of the Collaborative Holistic Design 
Lab, embracing the 3 domains BIM, ESIM and BACS 

 

In the first part of the paper we present the method of 

a new design control and monitoring system based on 

hierarchical Key Indicators, which are aggregated 

from building requirements and then used as 

verifiable checkpoints. Three levels of Key indicators 
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are set up: Key Design Parameters (KDPs), Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Decision Values 

(DVs) with the aim to support the complex design 

collaboration processes and get assistance for 

decision making by simulation and computational 

results in urban, early and detailed design stages. To 

use this 3 step control and monitoring system, a 

diligent requirements setup process is essential. We 

show a new advanced (building) requirement 

aggregation structure, which aims to create verifiable 

checkpoints as well as purposeful structure of 

building design processes. That sequence of design 

preparations constitutes the framework for the 

envisaged eeBIM Lab we will introduce in the second 

part: its’ main concepts and features which are 

necessary for integrated information management 

framework like collaboration through standardization 

and interoperability and the essentials of holistic 

eeBIM Lab are described as well. 

KEY INDICATORS DRIVEN MULTI-

DISCIPLINARY DESIGN METHOD 

Key Indicators are verifiable design check points, 

which are providing domain related requirements and 

domain related design criteria in form of target 

values. The Key Points are checked after common 

design steps, for example after defining the cubature 

of the building. They are used for integrating all 

design criteria, guide through the numerous design 

alternatives and choose the best one as fast as 

possible. (Guruz et al, 2015) There are three types of 

Key Points hierarchically categorized:  

 

1. Decision Value (DV):  Represent the 

preferences of the decision makers 

related to the project goals. This allows 

to prioritize Key Performance Indicators 

([Alwaera et al., 2010], [Balaras et al., 

2013]) by means of a weighting factor. 

(e.g., Passive House) 

 

2. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs): 

Numeric metrics of energy usage of 

building performance. They are 

influenced by Key Design Parameters 

and are additionally the basis values for 

evaluation via Decision Values (e.g. 

cooling demand  ≤ 15 kWh/m2a) 

 

3. Key Design Parameter (KDP): 

Represent the mandatory building 

properties and usually have a limited or 

a range value (e.g. Uwall ≤0,15 

W/m2K) 

 

 

The concept idea is to translate design requirements 

and criteria into a project related system of Key 

Indicators. These Key Indicators have three main 

missions within the setup and design processes: 

firstly, they will integrate all design criteria and 

requirements; secondly, they helps to structure and 

optimize the design processes and thirdly, they will 

guarantee easy and fast evaluation and comparison of 

design options based on relevant metrics after design 

tasks. 

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE 

eeBIM LAB  

The basis structure of the eeBIM Lab was extended 

with the Key Indicators driven multidisciplinary 

design method. The resulting steps have been divided 

into 4 subsets which correspond with the 4 decision 

patterns we  identified (Geißler et al, 2014). These 

standardized groups of steps are used as reusable 

reference solution to address building design 

processes using Key Points. Therefore, in figure 2 the 

basic decision levels are structured from top to down: 

Setup view: list of steps to address the requirements 

translation into Key Indicators and their using to 

setup individual design processes. 

Designer’ view: steps that addresses the evaluation of 

design based on Key Design Parameters. This pattern 

is related to all the design disciplines/domains that 

take part on the construction projects such as 

architects, structure designers and facility designers. 

Analysts’ view: steps that addresses the evaluation of 

alternatives based on Key Performance Indicators. 

This pattern is related to domains responsible for 

simulations and calculations. It may include all kind 

of calculations and simulations such as thermal 

simulations, CFD simulations, life cycle cost 

calculations etc. 

Decision makers’ view: steps that address the 

evaluation of alternatives based on Decision Values 

(DVs). This step relates to domains integrated by the 

developer, the owner or one of the experts (e.g. the 

architect) who decides if the concept developed by 

the project team is worth implementing. 

Figure 2 provides an overview of the simplified 

illustrated general procedure of the eeEmbedded 

eeBIM lab. All the steps will be explained in detail in 

the next sections. It must be remarked that in the case 

that more than one designer is involved then the 

corresponding steps can be repeated a) directly, b) 

after a simulation check and/or c)  new negotiated 

regarding an intermediate requirements consistency 

check within the Requirements to Key Indicators 

step. 
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Figure 2. Simplified General Procedure of the 
eeEmbedded eeBIM lab 

As illustrated in Figure 2, the actually design tasks 

are framed (dark grey boxes) from a scenario 

supporting tool. Within the project it is defined and 

described as Scenario Manager (Guruz et al, 2015; 

Sukumar et al, 2015), its functionalities are derivate 

from the Key Indicators Design method.  

 

The setup view is worked out by project managers, 

which are described in the following as decision 

makers.  

General Project Setup 

Within the first step, the main types of projects are 

described her. Important higher attributes like:  

Project ID, Project name, Building type as well as  

Project type (depends on contracts) an overview of 

the budget and also the duration is stored here. 

Contact details from clients and involved partners & 

companies  

Requirements to Key Indicators 

Main mission of the Key Indicators is to ease the 

verification the most important requirements coming 

from client, regulations, etc. as well as guarantee that 

the final design solution fulfils them. For this 

purpose, firstly, the classification of these 

requirements in terms of verifiability/formalization 

nature, domain, and priority level is needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Classifying requirements to  identify if the 

requirements are already formalized or can be 

formalized and consequently they will be machine-

verifiable in check points. 

2. Defining, structuring and aligning requirements per 

domain and cross domain. Requirements must be 

categorized into the domains.  

3. Prioritizing requirements to solve conflicts in 

between design objectives and requirements. It often 

happens that a design option fulfills better some 

requirements while its performance is worst for 

others requirements (Calleja-Rodriguez et al., 2016) 

Key Indicators to Processes setup 

With the help of the aggregated project goals in form 

of the system of Key Indicators, a smart structure for 

an efficient design process is given. Additionally, 

these Key Indicators, expressed in KDPs, KPIs and 

DVs must be linked to specific instants of the design 

process that the user has full access to the task and 

domain related check points. 

Processes phase level 

Starting from this point, a fully developed design 

process including the different users tasks and 

requirements are provided and also tracked.  
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Designers View: 

Individual task setup  

As shown in Figure 3, the user can start his/her task 

with an overview of information:  

The name of the task, as well its process number and 

a detailed description of the task is given. The user 

has now different opportunities:  

Variants Management: behind this is the option to 

query all available variants and integrate them for 

uncertainty analysis as well as for high-quality 

alternative design (or simulation). 

Libraries/Templates: the user has access on different 

sources of templates and/or Libraries. There is also a 

possibility that the user can add more sources. 

 

Figure 3. GUI for individual task setup, example 
Designers View 

Key Points: behind this is the possibility to query all 

related Key Points for the current task. There is also 

the option to add or delete Key Points. 

Exchange Requirements: the user has access on 

required ER for this task to get enabled to simulate 

the design.  

Level Of Development (LOD): This is very important 

for the case that the design in a phase is successfully 

finished. The LOD check is made for the full BIM 

data, which means the last check that a design phase 

can be completed.  

Merge Models: behind this is the possibility to query 

all available models from BIM server and merge 

them as basis for design (or simulation). 

CAD authoring tool 

The designer task typically starts by creating the 

domain design model (architecture, HVAC, BACS 

etc.) or elaborating it from a previous phase and level 

of detail. In architecture this is a basic straight-

forward process whereas in the other domains 

merging of the architectural model with other domain 

models may be required before, in or after the use of 

the CAD authoring tool (see Designers’ View on 

Figure 2).  

BIM (IFC) 

The result of this task is the BIM (IFC) exported as a 

structured XML or SPF file and/or saved in a 

common project-wide model repository.  

KDP check/model validation 

Before continuing further, this model is checked 

against the set Key Design Parameters and validated 

with regard to the defined data exchange 

requirements and level of detail (LoD). In both cases, 

if the check fails the designer is informed about the 

problematic areas, elements or design parameters and 

has to modify the design data respectively and repeat 

the step. If the checks succeed, further design steps 

are undertaken as needed in collaboration with the 

other members of the design team whereby the 

procedure for each designer is principally the same. 

As much as technically feasible these collaborative 

development steps are performed in parallel (all 

shown collectively as Designers’ View on Figure 2). 

Thus, each designer can validate her/his own domain 

model against KDPs, LoD and specific domain data 

exchange requirements and even perform some light-

weight simulation to obtain a more exact picture of 

the building performance. More importantly, several 

alternative designs may be created and checked, and 

for each alternative different variants on 

element/parameter level can be proposed in each 

domain. The performed stepwise validation of KDPs 

thereby helps to select for further more detailed 

processing those variants that appear most promising.  

 

There is additionally the opportunity to check the link 

qualities within the ontology: Link quality control: In 

the Multi Model Check step the mandatory links and 

the mandatory attributes were checked based on the 

ER specifications (see Figure 2). Since this was just 

an existence check in this step the quality of the links 

and the attributes will be checked based on 

regulations and stored internal experience. So, it will 

be checked if the linked U-value range of coming 

from a material library fits to the related building 

element. (Kadolsky, 2016) 

Phase Validation 

Completing the whole collaborative development 

process, a phase validation LOD check is made for 

the full BIM data. This ensures that before 

comprehensive and time-consuming energy, costs and 

life cycle analyses are initiated the key design 

parameters principally fulfil the set up requirements 

without large deviations, even though the solution 

might not be yet optimal. 

Analysts View: 

A detailed check how good the proposed design 

alternatives are is performed with the help of 

sophisticated simulation / analysis tools (see 

Analysts’ View on Figure 2). To enable efficient 
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runtime performance, these tools are executed in a 

highly automated process on a compute cloud.  

Individual task setup  

The task itself starts again with an individual task 

setup (as shown for designers in Figure 3) in this 

case, with a customized interface. 

Model combining/SIM. Model mapping  

Hence, the main tasks of the analyst are to prepare the 

simulation / analysis model on the basis of the design 

BIM and to analyse and evaluate the obtained results 

from her/his expert point of view. However, the 

design BIM data normally do not contain all needed 

information for a specific simulation or lack the 

required level of detail. Examples include climate 

data, occupancy schedules, missing detailed 

parameters regarding equipment performance, 

missing detailed parameters regarding material 

characteristics and so on. For that purpose, the first 

step in the analysts’ procedure is to create an energy 

and environment enhanced BIM (eeeBIM) where 

such external data is combined and interlinked with 

the BIM data. This extended BIM can be used as 

basis for various parameter variations proposed in 

collaboration with the designers. The purpose of such 

variations is twofold. On the one side, building 

performance in problematic areas (as determined by 

the preceding KDP checks) can be tested for variant 

Key Parameter values, e.g. glass thickness of 

windows, insulation thickness and or material quality 

for walls/slabs, working parameters of HVAC 

equipment etc.). On the other side, parameters that 

have stochastic nature can be checked for their value 

ranges and probability distributions if such data is 

available.  

Simulation / Analysis 

In either case, multiple input data sets are created 

with which parallel simulations can be run on the 

compute cloud. 

KPI check/model validation 

 The result is a vast amount of output data that can 

only be evaluated by means of Key Performance 

Indicators (KPI) providing aggregate values of the 

building performance. These KPI values are then 

checked individually for each required simulation 

type and at the end of the overall procedure against 

the required LOD. The technical details are very 

different from the respective key indicators and LOD 

check in the designers’ view but the process itself is 

largely the same and requires similar (or even the 

same) software tools. 

Decisions makers view 

Finally, in the Decision makers’ view the combined 

KPIs from all performed simulations and analyses are 

put together and evaluated by appropriate 

comparative presentation techniques. The task itself 

starts again with an individual task setup (as shown 

for designers in Figure 3) in this case, with a 

customized interface. In this process KPIs are not 

only evaluated together but the results are also 

filtered to reduce the number of values to be 

compared and to narrow the solutions space. The 

result of the process is a final solution which design 

alternative and which of its variants to take further to 

the next phase (see bottom right of Figure 2). 

CONCLUSION 

In the first chapter, the concept for a Key Indicator 

driven holistic design methodology was introduced.  

It follows the approach that building requirements are 

aggregated to hierarchically structured, dynamic 

evolving decision points, expressed in 4 levels:  

 

1. Requirements Level, wich is for setup the 

Key Indicators out of the bulding 

requirements; 

2. KDPs, Key Design Parameters for ruling out 

options for design domain related tasks;  

3. KPIs, Key performance indicators for 

performance evaluation and optimization, 

and finally 

4.  DVs, Decision Values for priorisation and 

decision making. This design method is 

proposed to guide and monitor the progress 

of the multi-disciplinary, multi-model and 

multi-physics design process.  

 

The holistic design methodology has been chosen to 

get more control on design processes and increase 

coordinated decision-making. The rough procedure 

of the eeBIM Lab was proposed in the main part. The 

mission of this method will support the designers and 

experts in three main ways: it helps them to track the 

requirements with their aggregation and constantly 

checks in each domain, the interoperability of design 

goals of different experts is failsafe and of course, 

more alternatives are efficiencly estimated. 

 

The planned implementation of the eeBIM Lab 

comprises the Multimodel information management 

method and related management services which will 

enable the integration of the separately maintained 

domain models, combining them to multi-models 

wherever needed, filtering out the right views with 

minimal amount of information, mapping the eeeBIM 

data to the appropriate computational models and 

taking care of the interactions and feedback cycles for 

the multi-physical interdependencies of the 

computational models with prototype implementation 

of the building thermal energy system, the 

neighbourhood energy systems, natural ventilation 

and building-wind interactions. The proposed 

approach is currently under development and is also 

being extended from the results of the European FP7 
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projects HESMOS (2010-2013) and ISES (2011-

2014).   

 

The implementation of the supporting ICT methods, 

namely the collaborative holistic design lab and 

office has started in October 2015.  
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